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Abstract: In China’s higher education, the unfairly formulated ways of evaluation underscore an urgent need for innovations in academic evaluation. The unfair ways, focusing on privileged publications and relying on a few judges, make it difficult for scholars to publish their academic achievements in privileged publications. Thus unpublished ones should be regarded as a part of their academic achievement. Peer reviewers and committee members are the only judges, who cannot guarantee fairness in their evaluation of manuscripts. But those people who expect intellectual benefit from scholars are most likely to be serious in judging the academic value of the scholars’ achievements. Therefore college students should be treated as the judges of scholars’ academic achievements. It would be a good measure to take against the process of commercialization in China’s higher education if we could uncage the issue of academic evaluation from the issue of publication. Also, it would be good for both college students and teachers if we invited college students to take part in academic evaluations.
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1. Introduction

In China today, tantamount to the dramatic economic growth, the growth of higher education boosts Chinese people’s satisfaction that China’s higher education has already been accomplished as much as it should be regarded as the credit to a powerful China, noticeably the expansion of college campuses, the increase of college students. Then how can people make judgments on the evaluation of a college or a university, since apparently and physically all colleges or universities have expanded somehow?

Traditionally in evaluating education Chinese people focus more on teacher rather than student since the former is hierarchically privileged than the latter. In the Exegesis of the Rituals (Li Ji Zheng Yi, 礼记正义), teacher as a professional is incomparably regarded as the most privileged. “The ritual for university should be followed like this, if you are a teacher who is reporting to the emperor, then the emperor must not allow you to face him northward (submit yourself to the emperor) because even the emperor has to pay respect to the teacher at this point.”1 (Ruan, Li Ji Zheng Yi, 1980) What is at this point? The point is about evaluating the knowledge which the teacher has obtained is much greater than anyone else. Then in evaluating a teacher how can we balance her or his teaching achievement with her or his researching achievement? Unfortunately it is usually the latter overtaken the former since the latter is easier to testify than the former. Hence the so-called academic achievement is crucial to the evaluation of higher education in China. To some extents higher education evaluation is simplified as academic evaluation which is indeed not only itself a problematic issue but also how it is evaluated is quite unfair in China’s higher educational system.

Academic evaluation is problematic whenever it can not be testified by people’s practices and their lives. As for higher education, it is problematic too when it can not be testified by college students. It is college students rather than college teachers who should be the primary beneficiaries of higher education. Hence an academic evaluation for higher education is problematic if there is no participation by college students. Why is Chinese college students almost neglected to take part in the academic evaluation? Actually it is because of the out-of-date educational idea by which the student has been formulated as the object in the educational activities whiles the teacher as the subject. In this way student is always subject to teacher who always creates knowledge, while he or she always accept knowledge. Thus
unfortunately, college students are never really encouraged to participate in academic evaluation. We can observe these neglect from the publication about academic evaluation for China’s higher education by Chinese scholars. None of them have ever mentioned the participation by the students. However they (the scholars) do have paid much attention to the projects, papers, monographs and patent technologies accomplished by teachers rather than any tasks by the students. (Gao, Li, Wang, 2011; Huang, 2010; Chen, Xiao, Su, Li, 2009).

Furthermore, it is even worse than the neglect of college students that adherence to the unfairly formulated ways of academic evaluation. Namely, they are the focus on privileged publication and the reliance on a few judges. There are thousands of presses and publishing houses in China. Theoretically among them there should be publishing competition which can foster academic growth and thereafter provide basis for academic evaluation. Practically, it is not the publishing market but the vested interest group who authorize them to determine academic evaluation. In China today, one of the most important standards to evaluate social science research is CSSCI (China Social Science Citation Index), for science and technology the standard is CSCD (China Science Citation Database). It is a group of scholars representing higher education authority who decide which journal belong to CSSCI or CSCD. Claiming to select the journals according to the amount of citations, they update the CSSCI or CSCD journals biennially. But actually they have never really updated those journals. If you check the CSSCI 2008-2009, 2010-2011 and 2012-2013 to look at the journals categorized as Foreign Literature or as Chinese Literature, you will find that these journals are almost the same. For the Foreign Literature category, there are always the six journals, for the Chinese Literature category, there are fifteen to sixteen almost the same ones. (CSSCI, 2008-2009, 2010-2011 and 2012-2013) Since the room for publication in these privileged journals is limited, the journal editors usually ask the authors to pay for this room. It is a common practice in China for publication in these privileged journals. Abreast to these privileged journals, most authorities of those prestige colleges and universities in China only recognize the academic achievements published in CSSCI and CSCD journals. Hence it is the vested interest group rather than the publishing market that decide the academic evaluation for China’s higher education.

The vested interest group are people who get great advantage from China’s higher education, no matter who are supposed to be, peer reviewers, members of committee, chairs of associations, etc. In a word, they are the few judges who can decide all sorts of academic evaluation, rewards, prizes, funds and honors. It is noticeable that professors in power usually can secure several research projects which are too much for them to accomplish. As a scholar points out, “certain professors in virtue of their academic position or reputation can simultaneously get several research funds, though some of them don’t make effort to finish the projects and they have their students finish the projects.” (Wang, 2003) Here the proper relationship between the teacher and the student has been changed, somehow like the one between the capitalist and the work. Other several scholars conclude, “Some distinguished personnel of scientific research, while using their relationship with higher authorities or enterprises, constantly secure research projects. They have actually become contractors of scientific research projects. And the majority of the young personnel who just become university staff, or of the postgraduates, are in name and in fact the workers for the contractors….Administrative leaders, while using their power or relationships built with the higher authorities, so easily obtain the scientific resources that they themselves can be the evaluators for scientific research and thereafter manipulate the approval of the project proposal, finally cause the inequality and injustice in the distribution of scientific resources.” (Mao, Weihua. Li, Shiyong. Zhao, Ming. Jiang, Xinhua, January 2007) Inequality and injustice exist not only in the distribution of scientific resources; also exist in other areas as publication of journals, rewards for achievements. In short, they exist all most everywhere in regard with the purpose of academic evaluation in China’s higher education.

2. Analysis

We come to realize that privileged publication is an obstacle to the academic evaluation for China’s higher education. The cause of privileged publication is the monopoly in academic resources by the vested interest group who have been motivated by their avarice for money. In essence, this avarice for money is the drive for the expansion of capitalism in China today. Any upright people including scholars should be aware of this. As for the privileged publication, scholars should unite together to be against it. Then a new standard should be established that unpublished academic achievements could also be regarded as basis for academic evaluation since there are actually economic difficulties for scholars to publish their achievements. In history, this situation is quite common. Some of important works of Karl Marx was published posthumously because of political or economic reason. For example, one of his masterpieces Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 “remained unpublished until 1930s.” (Marx, 1988) When Marx died in 1883, he could not be told his academic achievement as manifested in this work. However, we know now that his communist point of view was actually first expressed in this work where we can trace back Marx’s celebrity. Marx’s example illustrates that unpublished achievements even during one’s lifetime does not mean no achievement. Hence publication is not the final stage for one’s academic evaluation.

On the other hand, some scholars have over published their achievements which are not really worth the pennies the readers spent. One of these over publications is the publication commercially motivated for money. An example is the enormously publication of text books for college education. Journal of Education 2014; 3(4): 256-260 257
students. According to my survey, there is at least a couple of dozen books titled as “Theory of Literature or Literary Theory 文学理论或文学原理” in China’s current publication market. All of them share all most the same content and form, but they have been in mass production since there are lots of college students readers. If you surf the Amazon to look for any books titled as Theory of Literature or Literary Theory, you are so lucky to be able to collect them from 30 to 38 available.7 (Amazon, 文学理论或文学原理). As we know, the course named as theory of literature or literary theory has been designed as one of the compulsory courses for language and literature majors in Chinese universities or colleges. Hence there is a regular and constant demand for these sort of text books and therefore either publication houses or authors use this demand as a good chance to make money. The other of these over publication is so called ‘a series of academic achievement’ publication. This is largely due to an institute or a group of scholars who have secured huge fund or grant from government or organization for a particular research purpose, for example, the research project named as ‘Foreign Literature Study in the 20th Century’. In order to meet the final evaluation for this research, they have to hurry up to publish several volumes labeled as ‘A Series of Foreign Literature Study in the 20th Century 丛书’. Again we can search on Amazon or Dangdang which is another prevailing website in China for book sale, we can find plenty of them for sale. My most recent check was on 27 September 2013 and the result was accordingly 17 and 13.8 (Amazon, Dangdang, Foreign Literature Study in the 20th Century) Overall, these two forms of over publication share one thing in common: the chiché, whether they are for making or spending money. So what is their use for the college students? What is their use for China’s higher education? We have recognized that they are chiché indeed based on the comparison for the study on novel in the four textbooks titled as Theory of Literature or Literary Theory. Please see the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name of the textbook</th>
<th>space for the study on novel</th>
<th>topics on novel</th>
<th>novelty on novel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wexue Lihan Daoyin 文学理论导引</td>
<td>4 pages</td>
<td>plot and novel</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wexue Lihan Daoyin 文学理论导引</td>
<td>11 pages</td>
<td>character and novel category of novel</td>
<td>a few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wexue Yuanli 文学原理</td>
<td>2 pages</td>
<td>category of novel narrative and novel</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wexue Lihan Jiaocheng 文学理论教程</td>
<td>2 pages</td>
<td>character and novel plot and novel</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 7(Ji, 2009), 10(Wang & Sun, 2005), 11(Wang, 2002), 12(Tong, 1998) |

These four textbooks about Theory of Literature or Literary Theory is only a minor among those a couple of dozen I mentioned before. However they are typical examples to tell the market motivation for China’s higher education. Noticeably, it is useless to republish them. But the university locations of the editors of the textbooks have indicated the market divisions in China for book sale aimed at college students. Actually all the editors are renowned professors at these universities where they have been taught students Theory of Literature or Literary Theory. We can observe: Ji-Xiangtan University-Southern China, Wang & Sun-Central China Normal University-Central China, Wang-Zhejiang University-Eastern China; and Tong-Beijing Normal University-Northern China. Annually, there is about 300 literature majors who have to use these sort of textbooks because Theory of Literature or Literary Theory is designed as one of their compulsory courses. Hence we can see the potential for book sale. Then it is not surprising why the similar textbooks co-exist in the book sale market. Of course, this market orientation is not strictly to the benefit of the college student If it was, there would be somehow academic novelty.

Why is the college student rather than the teacher who should be the primary beneficiary in China’s higher education? As for any forms or levels of education, the primary purpose is to benefit the student rather than the teacher. The father of Chinese education Confucius (551-479 BC) once said, “instruction knows no class distinction.”13 (Ruan, Lun Yu Zhu Shu 论语注疏, 1980) What Confucius tells us is the purpose of education. Instruction was the primary educational activity not only during Confucius era but also in later generations prior to the late 19th or early 20th century when Chinese modern education emerged. In other words, we should not deprive of anyone’s right of education. Hence people who are instructed in educational activities should be the primary beneficiaries of education. And this is no doubt the purpose of education. Therefore the role of teacher is to provide student with educational service. Han Yu 韩愈 (768-824 AD), a great literati, thinker and politician in Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD), concluded in his famous article On Teacher Shi Shuo 师说 that “propagation of the Confucian doctrines, instruction of the Confucian classics, answering questions of the doctrines and the classics are the roles of a teacher.”14 (Han, 1980) Thus, ideologically, epistemologically or pedagogically, Han Yu had defined specifically the roles of a teacher. That is to say, the function a teacher performs is to serve the purpose of the student(s). Hence the student’s participation should be regarded as a crucial factor in the educational activities. The role of the student is more...
important than that of the teacher in any educational activities, including in the academic evaluation.

Academic research or evaluations are two of the educational activities for higher education. They are two sides of the same coin of academic activity. It is in these two activities that we can carry out the mission of a university. “A university is the source of new knowledge and the place for getting rid of the stale and bringing forth the fresh. Its purpose is to constantly explore and pursue the truth.”15 (Xie, 2006) No doubt, in the exploration and pursuit of the truth, college students especially the postgraduates are the potential and hopeful forces since they are young and promising. Some scholars have clearly stated, “[postgraduates] constitute a promising force for research at colleges and universities. Students’ participation have enabled them to acquire basic knowledge and skills by doing research, which is of necessity for their future academic growth.”16 (Yang, 1988) obviously, we have treated college students as participants in academic research. Then why should not we treat them as judges in academic evaluation? In other words, should college students be treated as the judges of the scholars’ academic achievements for China’s higher education? The answer is “YES”.

Firstly, college students may have realized or will realize that it is themselves rather than their teachers who should be the beneficiaries of higher education, simply they have paid their tuition or other cost of their education. In this sense, they may really be more serious than their teachers while they are evaluating the academic achievements. The purpose of doing evaluation is for their own sake of pursuit of knowledge or truth. They actually know what they really need. They really know what they should learn. Instead, their teachers are not so motivated that they may do the evaluation for sake of interests other than that of the students. Hence it is not surprising that the college students may be more serious than their teachers while for academic evaluation. Secondly, college students are not involved very much in the Guanxi 关系 (relationship) which is ingrained in Chinese culture. It is difficult for Peer reviewers or members of committee to avoid these sorts of Guanxi by which they are bound. We can imagine that the college students are so enormous that the evaluatees cannot easily establish the Guanxi with them. So I strongly suggest that at least 100 students evaluators should be anonymously selected from database for every academic evaluation. In this way, fair judgments can be made for academic evaluation. Thirdly, the college students do not poison their minds so much with prejudices or ideas as the peer reviewers or council members do. They take open-minded approach to academic innovation, whereas their teachers may be ideologically, culturally, religiously or racially prejudiced. Generally speaking, the professionals are more affected by politics, culture, religion or race than the non-professionals like the students who are not so entrapped in these social affairs. Hence college students are more reliable than those professionals as for the academic evaluation. The academic evaluation should act as a stimulus to China’s higher education. If we put the college students as the judges of the academic evaluation, we will see the hope of China’s higher education.
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